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Abstract 
In this paper we introduce and study polynomial spline collocation methods for systems of Volterra integral equations 
with unknown lower integral imit arising in mathematical economics. Their discretization leads to implicit Runge-Kutta- 
type methods. The global convergence and local superconvergence properties of these methods are proved, and the theory 
is illustrated by a numerical example arising in the application of such equations in certain mathematical models of 
liquidation. 
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1. Introduction 
This paper is concerned with the numerical solution of a system of nonlinear Volterra integral 
equations (VIE) with unknown delay time, 
x( t )  = k l ( t , z ,x (z ) )dz ,  (1) 
t) 
~ k2( t , z ,x (z ) )dz  = p( t ) ,  te l :=  [0, T], (2) 
t) 
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in the unknowns x and z, where on ( -c~,  0] the solution x is to agree with a given initial function x0: 
x(¢) - xo(¢), < ¢ O, (3) 
and the unknown delay time z obeys the initial condition 
z(O) =Zo < O. (4) 
It will be assumed that the given functions kl(t, z,x), k2(t, "c,x), p(t), Xo(Z) are (at least) continuous, 
nonnegative for z E ( -c~,0],  t E [0, T], x E [0,co), and satisfy (1)-(4)  at t = 0. 
VIEs (1)-(2)  and similar ones arise in the economic-mathematical models with controlled liq- 
uidation (winding-up, elimination) of obsolete production units [1-4] under technological changes 
[4, 13]. The principal novelty of these models is the introduction of a new endogenous function z(t) 
which is the time limit of production units use: the units created before the time z(t) are not used 
at the current ime instant . 
The numerical treatment of VIEs with unknown delay ( 1 ) - (4)  and similar ones was earlier ealized 
on the basis of a simple iteration method [5]. Now we extend the spline collocation method [5-8, 
etc.] developed for VIEs with delay arguments in [6-7] to the case of Eqs. (1)-(4). 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the existence and uniqueness of solutions for the 
VIEs (1)-(2)  are investigated. In Section 3 we introduce the polynomial spline collocation method 
for VIEs with unknown delay. In Sections 4 and 5 its global and local convergence properties 
are studied. Section 6 deals with the numerical implementation f this method which leads to an 
implicit Runge-Kutta-type method. For a concrete xample of VIEs (1)-(2)  the numerical and exact 
solutions are discussed in Section 7. In the last section conclusions are drawn. 
2. Existence, uniqueness, and smoothness results 
The presence of an unknown limit in VIEs determines the novelty of research of principal theo- 
retical problems (existence, uniqueness, stability of solutions, etc.) brought about by these equa- 
tions. The existence and uniqueness of solutions of VIEs (1)-(4)  with the unknown in lower 
integral limits has been studied in [14, 15, etc.]. We shall restrict ourselves to the following 
results. 
Theorem 1. / f  (1) ki(t,z,x), i = 1,2 are positive for x > 0; (2) the integral f°~k2(t,Z, Xo(z))dz 
diverges; (3) kl(t,z,x), i = 1,2, and p(t) satisfy a Lipschitz condition in x and t; (4) the func- 
tion kl(t, z,x)/k2(t, z,x) is bounded, z E (--c~, 0], t E [0, T], x E [0, c~); then the system of  equations 
(1)-(4)  has a unique solution x E C[0, T], z E C[0, T], such that x(t) > 0 and z(t) < t. 
Proof. Eqs. (1) - (2)  can be represented in the form 
/0' L x(t) = kl(t, z,x(z)) dz + Z, Xo(Z)) dz, 
k2(t,Z, Xo(z))dz = p(t) - k2(t,z,x(z))dz =: c(t), 
t) 
(5) 
(6) 
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t E [0, Zl], where the time zl, 0 < zl ~< T, will be determined later on. Introduce the functions 
fo /z o F(z,t):= kl(t,Z, Xo(z))dz, ~(z, t) :-- k2(t,z, xo(z))dz, (7) 
which are defined for -oc  < z ~ 0. Under the conditions of the theorem, ~(z, t) is strictly increasing 
in z and has the unique inverse function ~- l (c ,  t), defined for c E [0, oo). Let S(c, t) := F[~- l (c ,  t), t)]. 
The system of equations (5 ) (6 )  is equivalent to the nonlinear Volterra integral equation 
/0' [ /0 ] x( t )=Ax:= kl(t,z,x(z))dz + S p ( t ) -  kz(t,z,x(z))dz, t , (8) 
t E [0, zl], if the condition 
p(t) ~ k2(t,z,x(z))dz (9) 
is valid. Denote by Od the set of continuous functions x(t), t E [0, zl]: 0 ~< x(t) <<. Xo(0) + d = Do, 
d = const > 0, and introduce the norm 
Ilkll := max Ik(t,z,x)[. 
[O, zl ]x[O,zl ]x[O, Do] 
Condition (9) is fulfilled if 
z~ ~< min p(t)/llk211. (10) [O,zl ]
The function S(c,t) satisfies a Lipschitz condition with constant Ls = max[kl(t,z,x)/k2(t,z,x)[. 
Denote the Lipschitz constants of the functions kl(t,z,x), k2(t,z,x) and p(t) by LXk,, L~,, Uk2, L~2, 
Lp. It follows from the second condition of Theorem 1 and from (9) that C~ <~ z(t)<~ 0, t E [0,Zl], 
where Cz is some constant. 
We now estimate the difference x*(t) -x0(0), x* ---Ax. After a standard transformation we find 
x*( t )  - x0(0) ~< [llkl II + Ls(Lp + []k2 II) + (L~I + L~Ltk2 )Cz]t := Cat. (11 ) 
Recalling that Ax >~ 0, we obtain that the operator A is invariant in relation to the set ~2d C C[0, z~ ]
for 
Zl ~< d/CA. (12) 
Finally, it can be proved that 
I IAxl - Ax2 IIEo,¢,] <~ (L~, + L~L~ )Zl I Ix, - x2 I IE0,¢, 
is valid for x~,x2 COd. Hence, the operator A is contractive, provided 
Zl < 1/(L~, + L~L~:). (13) 
Choose the instant Zl such that the inequalities (10), (12) and (13) are fulfilled. Then Eq. (8) 
and the system (5) - (6)  have a unique solution x(t)E C[0,Zl] by virtue of the Contraction Mapping 
Principle [9]. Furthermore, x(t) >t O, t C [0,zl], in view of the positiveness of function S in (8). The 
unique solution z(t) < O, t E [0,zl], is determined by Eq. (6). 
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Since we now may take x0('c) to be given on (-c~,'cl], we prove the existence and uniqueness of 
the solution x(t), t E ['cl, z2], z~ < z2 <<. T, etc. It may be proved that any finite interval [0, T] may 
be covered by the finite number of steps 'ci+l- ri determined by the inequalities (10), (12) and (13) 
[15]. [] 
In solving applied problems the prehistory Xo(Z) of the process x(t) is usually given for some 
bounded interval [z0,0], -cx~ < "Co < 0. Then in view of Theorem 1 the solution of Eqs. (1)-(4) 
may cease to exist. The following theorem provides the conditions under which z(t)>~ Zo and, 
hence, the solution x, z exists. 
Theorem 2. Let the conditions o f  Theorem 1 be fulfilled, the functions kl(t ,z ,x)  and k2(t,'c,x) be 
differentiable with respect to x, and 
O<Pmi,<<.p(t )<<.~(t)= k2(t,'c,X(z))dz, t E [0, T], (14) 
where ~ is determined f rom the equation 
~(t )= kl(t,'c,2('c))d'c + kl(t,'c,Xo('c))d'c, tE[to, T]. (15) 
Then 0 <~ x(t) <. 2(t), "co <- z(t) ~< t - e, t E [to, T], where 
mint0, r] p(t)  
e := X := max,(t) .  
max[0, r] × [0, r] × [0,x] k2(t, z, x)' [0. r] 
Proof. Varying the system (1)-(2)  we obtain the system of linear integral Volterra equations with 
respect to the variations &(t) ,  fiz(t), fip(t), t E [0, T] of unknown solutions x, z and given function p. 
By using the well-known properties of a Volterra operator we have from this system that fix >>. 0 and 
fiz <<. 0 for fip >>. O. In the case of the function p given by (15) this implies x(t) <<. ~(t), z(t) >~ Zo, 
t E [0, T]. The inequality z(t) <~ t - e is evident because of the validity of Eq. (2). [] 
Of central interest o this paper are the smooth solutions of Eqs. (1)-(2). Denote by C(")f2 the 
space of the functions f (x ) ,  x E ~2 c ~t, having bounded mth derivative (if l = 1 ) or bounded partial 
derivatives of order m (if l > 1). 
Theorem 3. Let the conditions o f  Theorems 1 and 2 be fulfilled, the given functions kl, k2 E C ¢m) 
([z0, T] ® [0, T] @ [0,X]), p E c(m)[0, T], x0 E C(")[z0, 0] satisfy the ith derivative o f  equalities (1)-  
(2) at t = O, i = 1, m - 1, for  some given integer m > 1. Then x E c(m)[z0, T] and z E C(")[0, T]. 
ProoL The existence of the derivatives of the solution x(t) at t E(0, Zl] up to order m inclusive is 
proved by the successive differentiation of the integral equation (8) for i = 1,... ,m. In view of our 
hypotheses x(i)(t) --~ x~0(0) at t ~ 0, passing to the limit we obtain x(i)(O) = x~(0) for i = 1, m - 1. 
Hence, x E cm[zo, zl]. Likewise, the repeated ifferentiation of Eq. (6) leads to z E C(")[0,Zl]. The 
further proof is carried out in the same way as for Theorem 1. Namely, we can prove x E C"[z0, Zk], 
z E C"[0, zk] for k = 2, 3,. . . ,  until zk = T will be reached. [] 
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To illustrate the meaning of Theorem 3, we consider the following simple example. 
Example. For kl ~ x, k2 ~ 1, p = ct + 1, x0 = const, z0 = -1 ,  T = 1 the solution of Eqs. (1) - (4)  
is x(t) =Xo(1 - c + cexpt) ,  z(t) = (1 - c)t - 1, tE [0,1]. It is seen that for any m, x'(0) = 0 
and z, xE c(m)[ -1 ,  1] at c = 0, whereas x'(0) = CXo ~ 0 and xE c(m)[0, 1] but only xE C[ -1 ,  1] at 
c>0.  
3. The continuous collocation method 
Let t, := nh, n--0,N,  h=T/N, define a uniform partition for I :-- [0, T], and set IIN := {to,...,tN), 
Io :---- [t0,tl], In := (tn, tn+l], n = 1,N - 1. Denote by ~,~ the set of all real polynomials of degree not 
exceeding m and define the following piecewise polynomial space: 
S(~_ll)(/'IN) :=  {U : Ull. - - :  un E 7~m_l, n = 0 ,N  - 1} (16) 
of dimension Nm. For given real numbers 0 ~< Cl < c2 < .-- < c,, ~< 1 define the set XN of collocation 
points tnj in I by 
XN:={tnj:=tn+cjh,  j= l ,m,  n=0,N-  1}, (17) 
based on the collocation parameters {cj}, j = 1,m. 
The exact solution x, z of (1) - (4)  will be approximated on I by elements of space (16), i.e., 
by the piecewise spline functions of degree m - 1 and defect m (possessing jump discontinuities on 
F/w). This collocation solution ~, ZE S(m--ll)(F/N) is then given by the equations 
2(t) = kl(t,z,2(z))dz, 
t) 
i, k2(t, z,~(z)) dz = p(t), tEXN, (18) 
with Z(O) = z0 and 2(z) = Xo(Z), z E [z0, 01. 
In order to put (18) into a form amenable to computation, let tEIn, and define for j = 1,2 
tn n--l ~0 1 
F~(t):= f kj(t,z,Y(z))dz=h~f~ kj(t, t i+vh, Y(ti+vh))dv. 
j=0 
Since £ is in ~z,,_l on I, it can be expressed in the form 
m 
£(tn + vh) = ~-~Lk(v)Xnk, tn + vh El,, (19) 
k=l 
where Lk(V):---- I-It~=l,lCk(v- ct)/(ck --ct), k = 1,m, are the Lagrange fundamental polynomials with 
respect o the collocation parameters {cj.}. Define Xnj := £(tnj) and Znj := £(tnj), j = 1,m, n=O,N - 1. 
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Then, the collocation equation (18) assumes the form 
f0 
c/ m fZ~ 
X.y(t)=F](t.j) + h k,(t.j, tn + vh, ZLk(v)X.kdV-  jo kl(tnj,~,.~(~))d-c, 
k=l 
where 
P(t.j)=F~(t.j)+hfoCJk2(t.j,t.+vh,~=Lk(v)X.k)dV-foZ°Jk2(t.j,z,Y(z))dz, 
j = 1, m. (20) 
{ ~Lk(v)Xqk, v=(Z-tq) /h,  ZCIq, q=0,n -  1, 
Y(z) = : (21) 
xo(~), ~ ~ [t0,0].  
For each n = 0,N - 1, (20) represents a system of 2m nonlinear algebraic equations for X. := 
O(.1 .... ,X.m) v and Z. := (Z.1,... ,Z.m) v. 
It is readily verified that, under the assumptions of Theorem 2 and for sufficiently small mesh di- 
ameters h, h ~< e, the system (20) has a unique solution X.,Z. E •m, such that X.j >1 O, Zo <~ Z.j <. t.-l, 
j= l ,m.  
For computation it is convenient to represent the unknowns Z.j in the following form: 
lnj := (Vnj + Wnj )h, Vnj = [lnj/h], Wnj = {Znj/h}, 
j= l ,m,  n=0,N-1 ,  (22) 
where [a] and {a} are, respectively, the integer and fractional parts of the real number a. The value 
V.j is an estimate of Z.j on the discrete grid of mesh width h (V.jh E [IN if Z.j >>. O) and W.jh, 
0 ~< W.j ~< 1, is the correction of Znj on the length h interval (on Ii if V./= ti). The new unknowns 
V.j and W.j are linearly dependent by (22). 
Then the last integrals in (20) may be written as 
[z"Jki(tnj ,"c,£(z)) dz fv.jh = ki(t~j,z,£(z))dz 
dO dO 
+ ki(tnj,(Vnj + v)h,Y,((V.j + v)h))dv, i = 1,2, 
and the exact collocation equation (20) can be represented in the form 
;(  ) X. j=h kl tnj, t.+vh, Lk(v)X.k dv+h kl(t.j, t i+vh,£(ti+vh))dv 
i=g.j 
fw.~ 
-Jo kl(t.j,(V.j + v)h,£((V.j + v)h))dv, 
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p(t. j )=h k2 tnj, tn+vh, ZLk(v)X.k dv+hy~ k2(t.j, t i+vh,2(ti+vh))dv 
k=l  i=V.j 
-Jo k2(t,j,(v,j + v)h,£((V,j + v)h))dv, (23) 
j -- 1,m, where Y(ti + vh), ti = Vnjh,... ,tn_l, is determined by (21). 
4. G lobal  convergence 
Consider the global (on I) error of the exact collocation equations (23). As distinct from the 
VIE with infinite [15] and constant delay [4], it is reasonable to assume that the delay integrals on 
[z(t),0] in Eq. (23) cannot be evaluated analytically. 
The global convergence behavior of the collocation solution £,£E S(-O(HN) is described by the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 4. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3 hoM and the 9iven functions kl, kz, p, Xo have 
continuous derivatives of order m, except hat the integrals 
f~ ki(t,Z, Xo(z))dz, j = 1,2, (24) t) 
for t E I : ~( t) <<. O, are approximated by quadrature formulas with correspondin9 quadrature rrors 
E-(t). Then for sufficiently small h the solution £,Y E S(-°(HN) of the collocation equations (23) 
satisfies 
Ilx - ~11 :-- sup{Ix -£1 : tE I}  = O(h m) + O(I IE-  II), 
lie - ~11 := sup{ Iz - ~1: t ~ I}  = O(h m) --I- O( l IE- I I ) ,  (25)  
for any choice of collocation parameters {cj}. 
The proof is based on the standard collocation method techniques analogous to those for VIEs of 
the second kind [14, 15, pp. 251-254] and VIEs with delay [4, 13]. 
A higher convergence in collocation methods can be reached on the basis of so-called iterated col- 
location solutions [7,3]. Such solutions for the VIEs (1)-(2) with unknown delay can be constructed 
in the following way. 
The iterated collocation solution .l~it,Zit based on the collocation solution £,Z defined by (18) is 
given by 
-~it(t) = I t  kl(t,z,~(z))dz, 
Jzit(t) 
~i(t)k2(t,z,Y(z))dz= p(t), te l .  (26) 
It has the property that -~it(t)= Y(t), zTit(t)= .~(t) whenever t EXN. 
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In contrast o the VIE with given delay [6, 7, 3], the iterated solution zit cannot be evaluated 
in explicit form and is determined by solving the second nonlinear equation (26). Note that this 
equation is not an integral one (the time t may be considered as given parameter) but is an ordinary 
nonlinear equation in the unknown zit c R 1 for any given t E 1. 
5. Local superconvergence on HN 
While global convergence (on I)  of order p = m occurs for any sets X(I-IN) of collocation points, 
certain sets lead to a higher order of convergence, p* > m, at the mesh points t,, n = 0,N - 1 (so- 
called local superconveroence ). This property of the spline polynomial collocation methods is useful, 
since in many applications one is interested above all in obtaining highly accurate approximations 
at certain specific mesh points (e.g., at tu = T). 
Theorem 5. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3 hold, the 9iven functions kl, k2, p, xo have con- 
tinuous derivatives of order m + d for some d: 0 <<. d <<. m, and the integrals (24) in (23) be 
approximated by quadrature formulas with correspondin9 error E-(t). I f  h, h < e, is sufficiently 
small and the collocation parameters {cj} have the orthogonality property 
Jk := skH(s - ct)ds = O, k = 1,d - 1, Jd ¢ O, 
1=1 
then the iterated collocation solution 2it, iit defined by (26) is locally superconvergent at the mesh 
points whenever d > 0: 
max [x(t. ) - -~it (t.)1 = O(h m+d ) -~- O([[E- [I ), 
n=l,N 
max [z(tn ) - ~it (t.)l -- O(hm+d) + O([[E- II )" 
n=l,N 
I f  c,. = 1, then also 
max [x(t.) -2 ( t . ) l  = O(h re+d) + O(IIE-II), 
n=l,N 
max ]z(t.) - Y(t.)[ = O(h m+d) q- O(IIE-II), 
n=l,N 
otherwise these errors have only order O(h m) q-O(IIE-II). 
Proof. We use the techniques developed in [14, 13, 4] (see also [6-8]). The collocation equation 
(18) can be written on the whole interval 1 in the form 
felt)kl (t, 2(t) = -~( t )  + E~(t) + z,Y(z)) dz, 
fz(tt)k2(t,z,~(z))dz-b2(t)+ EE( t )= p(t), tc l ,  (27) 
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where £(0)=z0,  £(z) -x0(z ) ,  zE [z0,0], and the residual (defect) functions 61(t), t~2(t) vanish at 
the collocation points, i.e., 
6;(t , j )=0, i=1 ,2 ;  j= l ,m,  n=0,N-1 ,  
and they are piecewise smooth. Moreover, it follows from the global convergence property of £(t) 
and £(t) that 61(t), 62(t) are uniformly bounded at h ~ 0 (Nh = T). 
The collocation errors el := x - £, e2 := z - £ solve the nonlinear VIE system: 
f 
z(t)--e2(t) 
el(t) = 61(t) + E?(t )  + kl(t, z ,x (z ) )dz  
Jz(t) 
/2 (k l ( l ,  z ,x (z ) )dz  - k l ( t ,  z ,x (z )  - e l ( z ) ) )dz ,  + ~x{O,z(t)} 
" (k2(t, r ,x(z))  - k2(t, z,x(z) - EE(t)  dz el(z))) dz + 62(t) + 
ax{0,z(t)} 
fz(t)--e2(t) 
+ Jz~t) k2( t , z ,x (z ) )dz=O,  te l ,  (28) 
with z(O) = Zo, x(z) -- Xo(Z) for z E [z0, 0]. By virtue of (26) we obtain for the errors e~t := x - xit, 
e 2 := z - z i t  of the iterated collocation solution Yit, Yit similar equations in which 6i(t) -- 0, t E I, 
i=  1,2. 
The further proof will be carried out consecutively for n -- 0,N - 1. Consider first the interval 
[0,q]. In accordance with Theorem 2, z(t) <~ t - e <~ t - h <~ 0 for tE [0,tl]. Then, introducing the 
functions (7) and eliminating the unknown e2 in a way analogous to the proof of Theorem 1, we 
obtain from (28) the following nonlinear VIE for el(t), t E [0,tl]: 
f0 t el(t) = 61(t) + E l ( t )  + (kl(t, z,x(z))  - kl(t, z,x(z) - el(z))) dz 
+S (62(0 + E~(t ) -  fo t (kz ( t , z ,x (z ) ) -  kz(t,z,x(z) - e l (z)))dz,  t)  , (29) 
where the function S(y, t) is defined in the proof of Theorem 1. 
As in [6], this equation may written as a nonlinearly perturbed linear VIE for el: 
/o' e l ( t )=6s( t )+Es( t )+ ks ( t , z )e l ( z )dz+(~e) ( t ) ,  t E [0,q], (30) 
where ~s(t) = 61(t) + 82(t)kl(t,z(t),x(z(t))/k2(t,z(t),x(z(t)),  ks(t, z) = Okl(t, z,x(z))/Ox - kl(t,z(t), 
x(z(t))/k2(t,z(t) ,x(z(t))  x ~k2(t,z,x(z))/Ox, and the perturbation term is 
( /0 102S(c( . ) , t ) /~c2 (~k2(t,z,.)/Ox)2e~(z)dz = 
+OX(c(.),t)/Oc foto2k2(t, (31) 
Here, the unspecified arguments represent the intermediate values arising in the remainder terms for 
Taylor's formula. 
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The solution of Eq. (30) has the representation 
/0' el(t) = 6s(t) + Es(t)  + R(t, z)(fs(Z) + Es(z))  dz 
/o' +(rPe)(t) + R(t,~)(~e)(z)dz, t E [0,td, (32) 
where R(t,s) denotes the resolvent kernel associated with ks(t,z). The iterated solution error e]t(t )
is then given by the expression on the right-hand side of (32) without the first term 6s(t). 
Since the global convergence order has already been established in Theorem 4: Ileill = O(hm),  by 
(31) we obtain that IlOell = O(h2m). Following [5-8,3], we put t = tl and rewrite the first integral 
in (32) as 
/0" /0" p:= R(tl,Z)6s(z)dz = Dl(to + vh)dv, 
where we have set Dl(to + vh) := R(tl, to + vh)6s(to + vh). If we replace this integral by the m-point 
interpolatory quadrature formula, having the {cj} as abscissas, and the corresponding quadrature 
error E0, we obtain that p := ~7=1 ogtDl(t0 + cth) + Eo = Eo and, by (32), 
le~(tl)l = I~s(tl)l + O(llE011) + o(IIE- II) + O(h2m), 
]e~t(tl)l ---- o(llg011) + O(llg- II) + O(h2m) • (33) 
The orthogonality condition for the {cj} implies that this quadrature formula has degree of pre- 
cision m + d (d ~< m), i.e., E0 = O(hm+a). Since the given functions are sufficiently smooth, the 
integrand Dl(t0 + vh) has the same degree of smoothness for v E [0, 1] and we finally obtain 
le~t(tl )1 ---- O(h re+d) q- O(IIE-II )" 
If Cm = 1, then to + cmh = tl EXs,  hence 6s(tl ) = 0 and le~(tl )[ = O(h m+d) q- O(IIE-II); otherwise 
]el(t~ )1 = O(h m) + O(IIE-II). 
In view of (28) the same estimate holds for e2(tl) and e~t(tl ). 
Consider the next interval [tl, t2]. Since the error function el(t) has already been found for t E [0, tl], 
we may take el(t) to be given on t E [0,tl]. Then the error equation (29) can be written as 
f' el(t) = ~l ( t )  -q- E~(t) + E~(t) + (kl(t, z,x(z)) - kl(t, z,x(z) - el(z))) dz 
--~S (t~2(t) -~E2(t ) -~El(t) - ftlt(k2(t,'f,x('~))-k2(t,'~,x('c) - el(z)))dz, t) . 
The unknown is el(t), t E [tl,t2], with new given functions 
f0" El(t) = c~ki(t,z,x(z))/c~xel(Z)dz + k~(t,z(t),x(z(t))e2(t) = O(le~(tl)l, le2(t~)l), 
i = 1,2. This equation is completely analogous to (29), so the obtained estimates hold for t = h, too. 
For [t~,t~+l], i=2 ,N ,  this result is established in a similar manner. [] 
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Remark. As in the case of delay VIEs [5-8, 3], the superconvergence result does not carry over to 
the Gauss(-Legendre) collocation points for VIE (1)-(2).  According to Theorem 5 the best possible 
local superconvergence order is p* =2m-1  and is reached for the Radau II points [14,13,4]. However, 
for the iterated Gauss collocation solution the best local superconvergence order is p* = 2m. If one 
selects equally spaced collocation parameters {cj.}, then the corresponding quadrature formulas are 
the Newton-Cotes formulas. In this case d = 1 (and m + d = m + 1 ) if m is odd and d = 0 if m is 
even. 
6. Discrete-time collocation 
Generally, all integrals on the right-hand side of the exact collocation equations (23) have to 
be approximated by suitable quadrature formulas. We choose the interpolatory and extrapolatory 
quadrature formulas using the m abscissas based on the collocation parameters {cj} [14, 15, 4]. 
Namely, for the integrals over [0,cj] and [0, 1] we use the interpolatory formulas 
/0 F.(tn + vh)dv~c j  a~tFn(tn +cjclh), j=  l,m, (34) l=1 
1 m 
foo Fi(ti + vh)dv ~ ~-~a~tF.(tit) (tit = + cth), ti (35) 
l=1 
while on [0, Wnj] we choose the extrapolatory one: 
fo m fw.j W"~F,(t i + oh) dv ~ ZFn( t i  + cth) L Lt(v) dr. (36) 
1=1 
. /O  
Here, F~(t~ + vh), i ~ n, represents the respective integrands in (23), and oJt = f l  o Lt(v)dv, j = 1,m. 
The integrals Qt(W) : :  f~Lt(v)dv,  j = 1,m, in formula (36) have been evaluated analytically and 
are the polynomials in W of degree m. For example, QI(W) = W(c2 - w/2)/(c2 - cl), Q2(W) = 
W(W - ct/2)/(c2 - cl), when m = 2. 
If the above quadrature processes are employed in (23), then there result the fully discretized 
equations 
( ) Xnj = hcjZO)lkl tnj, t, + cjclh, Lk(cjct)X,k + h cotkl(t.j, tik,,v(tik)) 
l=1 k=l  i=l?nj 
m fw.s  
-Ek l ( tn j , (Vn j  + Cl)h,x((Vnj + Cl))Jo Lt(v)dv, 
l=1 
m m n- I  m 
pnj = hcjZo~,kz(tnj, tn+ cjcth, ZLk(cjc,)J(nk ) + h Z Z~°lk2( tnJ ,tik,~( tik ) ) 
1=1 k=l  i=Vn7 k=l  
m fo~.j -Y~k2(tnj,(#nj + ¢l)h,.~((#nj -'}- Cl)) Lt(v)dv, j = 1,m, 
1:1 
(37) 
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with 
m 
ZLk(cl )Xa,  0 ~ i < n, 
S. j  :=  X(tnj ) ,Znj  : :  Z(tnj), x(t ik)  -~- l=1 
Xo(  i + ck )h ), i < O, 
and auxiliary unknowns /?nj and I~# are connected with Z,,j by (22). 
The fully discretized equations (37) define the solution ~, 2 E S~-I~)(HN), which will be different 
from Y, :~ determined by the exact collocation equations (23). The formulas (37) may be viewed as 
the m-stage implicit Runge-Kutta type method for the VIEs (1)-(2)  with unknown delay. 
The discretized iterated collocation solution -~' it(t) ,  z i t ( t )  for t E I is defined by the corresponding 
discretized analog of Eqs. (26). 
Remark. For the iterative solution of the nonlinear system (37) as well as for determining the 
iterated collocation solution from (26) or its discretized version it may be necessary to find the 
unknown Z from a nonlinear equation of the form f z  f (s )ds  = C (i.e., to invert a primitive). It 
is convenient to realize this successively by means of the auxiliary variables of type (22). First 
the rough estimate V of Z (on a step h grid) is determined by the successive accumulation of the 
integral. Next Z is corrected on the interval [Vh, (V + 1 )hi by solving a nonlinear algebraic equation 
with respect o the correction W (see (36)). 
The global and local convergence results of Theorems 3 and 4 are also true for the discretized 
collocation solution £, £E S(m-_I)I(I-IN) defined by Eqs. (37) and for the iterated solutions )~it, Zit .  
Theorem 6. I f  the assumptions of Theorem 3 hoM and h (h > O) is sufficiently small, then the 
Theorems 4 and 5 hoM also for the collocation approximation ~, 2 E s~--ll)(/-/N) defined by the 
implicit Runge-Kutta method (37) as well as for the discretized iterated collocation solution Xit, 
:?it. Namely, 
I Ix - = O(hm) ,  l ie  - = 
max Ix(tn) - £(t~)l = O(hm+d), max [Z(tn) - Z(tn) [ = O(hm+d).  
n=l,N n=l,N 
The proof is carried out in much the same way as for Theorems 4 and 5 and is based on the fact 
that the fully discretized equations (37) can be written in the analogous form of (27): 
m 
2(t)= - 61(t) -- E~(t) - E+(t) + hvZo~lkl(t,t n + vcth,2(tn + vcth)) 
l=1 
n--1 m m 
+ h Z Zoolk~(t, ik,2(t,k)) -- Zk~(t,  ( I7" + c,)h,2((l? + ct)h))fo~'(t)L~(v) dr, 
i=l? k=l  1=1 
m 
p( t )= - ~2( t )  - E2(t) - E+(t) + hvy~colk2(t, tn + vcth,2(tn + vcth)) 
l=1 
n--1 m m 
+ hy~ y~ogtk2(t, tik,2(t~k)) -- y~k2(t,(f" + c,)h,2((17" q- c,)h))foVe(t)Lt(v) dr, 
i=l, ~ k=l  l=1 
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for t E I,, with the auxiliary unknowns 
l~( t )={z( -~}' I ; '=min[~-~-]  ' tE l "  
and ~(tik)= Xo(tik) at i < 0. As in (27), the residual functions 61(t), 62(t) vanish at the collocation 
points XN. We omit the details. It is worth only noticing that the errors Ei-(t), E+(t) of the quadrature 
formulas (34)-(36) have order O(hm+a). [] 
Example. Let m = 2, cl = 0, c 2 = 1. Then the collocation points t~ = ti, t~2 = ti+l, i = 0,N - 1, 
coincide with set /-/N (XN --= HN). In this case we have Ll(V) = 1 - v, L2(v) = v; the weights 
i Hence, the interpolatory quadrature formulas (34), (35) are the trapezoidal rule; are CO l = O9 2 = ~.  
QI(W) = W(1 - W/2), Q2(W)= W2/2 in the extrapolatory formula (36). 
Then the unknowns )(,2 --= ~',÷1 and 2,2 = 2~n+1 are found for n =0,N-  1 by solving a system of 
two nonlinear equations: 
n--1 
2X.+, = h[k~(tn+l, tn,f(.) + f l (t .+,,  t.+~,2n+l )] + h Z [kl(t.+~, t~,f(i) + k~(t.+~, ti+~,X~+, )] 
i=P.+~ 
-[k,(t,+l, ~'n+lh,.~(~'n+lh ) )Wff+l 
+ 1)h , i ( (P .+l  + 1)h))(2 - 
n--1 
2p(t.+~ ) ----- h[kz(t.+l, t. ,f(.) + kz(t.+~, t.+~,)(.+l )] + h y~ [kz(t.+l, ti,f(~) + kz(t.+~, ti+,,f(~+, )] 
i=I?.+1 
-[k2( tn+l, l~'n+lh,.~( l n+lh ) )W2n+l 
÷k2(tn+l,(~'n+ 1 ÷ 1)h,~((l?,+~ ÷ 1)h) ) (2 -  Wn+l)Wn+l]. (38) 
This algorithm is of interest in the cases where the given functions in problem (1)-(4)  do not have 
high smoothness, for example, are only differentiable. Then the application of numerical methods of 
higher orders of precision has no sense. It is well known that the trapezoidal rule is asymptotically 
optimal for integrands with bounded second derivative. Experimental convergence of the algorithm 
based on Eqs. (38) is illustrated below. 
7. Numerical illustration 
Consider the important case of VIEs (1)-(2)  when the kernels kl and k2 are so-called Cobb- 
Douglas production functions with exponential technological change and exponential decay 
[10, 15, 13, 5]: 
kl(Z, t,x) = blec'Ted~txq', k2(z, t,x) --= b2eC2Ted:tx q2,
0 < qi < 1, bi, ci, di > 0, i = 1,2. In order that the conditions of Theorem 2 be satisfied it is required 
that ql >1 q2. 
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Table 1 
The errors o f  col location method for VIEs (1 ) - (4 )  
h 0.1 0.05 0.025 0.01 0.005 
Ax 8.64 × 10 -2 4.68 x 10 -2 1.05 × 10 -2 2.75 × 10 -3 7.17 × 10 -4 
Az 2.82 × 10 -3 7.95 × 10 -4 2.11 x 10 -4 3.49 × 10 -5 8.83 × 10 -6 
6x 8.34 x 10 -5 4.51 x 10 -5 1.01 x 10 -5 2.65 × 10 -6 6.92 x 10 -7 
6z 7.06 × 10 -4 1.99 × 10 -4 5.28 × 10 -5 8.68 × 10 -6 2.21 x 10 -6 
Suppose also that Xo(t) =- ao exp[(cl +d l  ) / (1 -q l  )t], p(t) ----Po exp[(c2 +d2 +(Cl +dl)q2/(1-ql  ))t], 
where the constants ao, bl, b2, Po and D = to-Z(to) satisfy the following system of nonlinear equations 
(obtained from (1)- (2)  at t = 0): 
(Cl + (cl + dl )ql/(1 -- ql ))bllalo -q' z 1 - exp(--D(cl + (cl + dl )ql/(1 - ql ))), 
(e2 + (el + dl)q2/(1 - ql))Pobz~ao q2 = 1 - exp(-D(c2 + (el + dl)q2/(1 - ql))). 
Then the exact solution of the Eqs. (1)- (2)  is 
x( t )=aoexp[(e l+dl ) / (1 - -q l ) t ] ,  z ( t )=t -D ,  tE[0,  T]. 
The solution of (1) - (2)  is approximated by discrete-time collocation in the spline space S~-I)(/-/N) 
(i.e., m = 2), using the algorithm based on the equations (38). The nonlinear algebraic system (38) 
was solved by the iterative method corresponding to the one employed in the proof of Theorem 1. 
Namely, for each step n = 0 ,N-  1, we successively determine Z,+~ from the second equation (38) 
(see Remark for Eq. (37)) and next find X,+I from the first equation (38). 
In the following numerical illustration the values of the above parameters were chosen as 
cl = 0.15, c2 = 0.1, d l=  0.1, d2 = 0 .05 ,  ql = 0.8, q2 = 0.6, 
b1=1.933, b2=l .0 ,  a0=2.0,  P0=1.021,  D- -1.0,  T=5.0 .  
The computations were carried out on an IBM AT386 in medium Turbo PASCAL 6.0. Note that 
the exact solution x varies from x(0)= 2.0 to x(5)= 1.036 x 103. In Table 1 we present he absolute 
maximal errors £xx = [Ix-:f[[, ~z = [[z- 21[ and the relative errors fix = £xx/l[x[[, 6z = £xz/llz[[ of the 
discrete-time collocation solution :fit and 2it. As appears from the above, these errors depend on the 
step h like O(h2). 
8. Conclusion 
The numerical solution of VIEs with unknown delay is a necessary stage in the forecasting and 
optimization of self-development and renovation of large economic systems [10, 11, 13-15, 4]. More 
generally, the determination and optimization of new unknown variables such as the time limits of 
aftereffect (prehistory duration, memory of dynamical system, lifetime of system elements, etc.) is 
of interest for a number of different fields of applied mathematics (renewal theory [ 1 ], replacement 
models [12], mathematical ecology [2], and others). 
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Such equations were earlier solved by the numerical methods of lower degree of precision [14,15]. 
The spline collocation methods developed for Volterra-type integral equations [5-8, 3] offer a means 
to increase the computational efficiency for the VIEs with unknown delay. That is of great importance 
for their application in further developments. On the other hand, new applied problems timulate the 
adaptation of the collocation method itself. 
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